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Meters M-EAR-BT: A Qobuzissime for these in-ear headphones with
a fantastic aptX HD Bluetooth connection!
At Qobuz, we have reviewed very few in-ear headphones. A few atypical models are the
exception to the rule, and this is in this category. It’s the Meters M-EAR-BT, a pair of
earphones that are armed with striking qualities, in particular the compatibility with the
Qualcomm aptX HD codec, which allows it to broadcast Hi-Res files with excellent quality,
close to the original. We were really not disappointed by these earphones!

Door Philippe DAUSSIN | Getest | 13 april 2018
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In the Meters range from Ashdown Engineering created by Marc Gooday, the boss of Ashdown, a major British brand in the world of acoustic
guitar amplifiers in the 90s, we recently proposed the Testing Ground for the OV-1-B model, a device whose look and sound were atypical,
something which isn’t pleasing to everyone’s eyes and ears, but were built this way.

With the M-EAR-BT, a wireless in-ear model, and also the M-EAR, the same but wired, Meters comes back to a more classic look, even if
suffused with a touch of originality. Therefore, the earphones in turned aluminum — which are discreetly silkscreen printed “R” and “L” to identify
the right and left channels — are provided with a small strap on which the wire is trapped in an s-shaped vent, which avoids directly pulling on it
to extract the ear piece. Great idea! To carry them, the two earphones can be magnetized to one another as seen on the picture below. You will
also note that it’s Adam Clayton, U2’s bass player, who has lent his ears to Meters to listen to the various versions of these earphones throughout
development and it was him who chose the ones which would be released on the market, and we applaud his choice!
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They are wireless, and therefore Bluetooth, but compatible with the Qualcomm-CSR aptX HD codec, that is to say, able to provide almost Hi-Res
quality if you stored your albums this way and without compression on your smartphone and also they integrate the aptX HD codec.

To come back to the M-EAR-BT’s presentation, it is available in several colors, the classic Black, ordinary looking, but also Tan, Rose Gold and
Red, and three sets of nozzles of different diameters are provided.

Each earpiece is connected to an AA battery sized cylinder filled with Leatherette of the same color as the straps, the one from the right ear piece
receiving the battery and the one from the left ear piece being equipped with the electronics and the command keys. Those two cylinders are
linked to one another through a rather thick cable. A cable equipped with a stereo 3.5 mm Jack connector and a micro USB plug, which will allow
your earphones to work in a classic (wired) way.

We couldn’t fight our instincts, and thus we managed to open (by only slightly damaging the plastic) the cylinder containing the electronics, of
which we will give you our first impressions.

We can see the Qualcomm-CSR8675 chip (the big black circuit) used to decode the aptX HD, and also regular aptX. You can see on the left, the
two wires carrying the signal toward the right ear piece while on the right, there are two additional wires for the battery, whose charge is obviously
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handled by the small integrated circuit located just below the micro USB plug. It is on the other side of the circuit, under this plug, that the
amplifier for the earphones is located, that we unfortunately couldn’t identify.

It doesn’t matter, as it must be a good model if we’re judging it by the very good, or even excellent sound results provided by these M-EAR-BT
earphones, by streaming Qobuz with a Sony Xperia XZ1 smartphone compatible with aptX HD, whether we are listening to our beloved Isn't It A
Pity by George Harrison (24-Bit/96 kHz), reproduced in all its glory, without any alteration on the richness of the instrumental accompaniment
(such a nice staccato and such finesse on the guitar chords!) or of the choral accompaniment, or even with the beautiful Intermezzo from
Goyescas de Granados, where the bandwidth from the orchestra, its sound colors and its dynamic soaring don’t impede at any time these very
brave small earphones which provide very good sound levels!

We also took great pleasure from the Bee Gees’ album Size Isn’t Everything, in which the transducers fly high into the treble with ease, the voices
are precise and go down accurately into the bass, if you choose the right nozzles and if they are pressed firmly into your auditory conducts— it’s
always the same result with these in-ear earphones.

Indeed these earphones perform very well in the bottom of the spectrum, and the titles North Star and Silent Space from the album Tale Of Us
(24-Bit/44.1 kHz), listened at almost maximum volume, didn’t display any sign of saturation and also let the other sounds express themselves
without hindrance, with a very impressive restitution of Silent Space, both in sound level and quality on the whole, from those really small
transducers used in aptX HD Bluetooth connection!

It is also worth noting that listening in passive mode with the special cable provided for the occasion seemed very similar to us to listening in
completely active mode.

To conclude, we didn’t expect the excellent sound results provided by these Meters M-EAR-BT earphones in aptX HD Bluetooth
connection. It was a very nice surprise, especially at a very reasonable price, and therefore we at Qobuz decided to bestow these
earphones with a Qobuzissime!

Price: 129 euros

Specifications 
Manufacturer’s Website 
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